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Harvard is among the many U.S. schools that remain committed to the Safety Regime.
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Mark Feb 6 Liked by Jordan Schachtel

The college I graduated from is on the list. After receiving our alumni magazine I realized I would never

give them a dime for all the propaganda they were pushing. Now seeing them on this list I want to disavow

myself completely from ever stepping foot on campus.
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Jimychanga Smurfing the New Normal Feb 6

Let them know. Alumni's are their lifeblood. You'll get their attention

LIKE (20) REPLY (2) SHARE

Freedom Fox Freedom Fox Feb 6 · edited Feb 6

I used to think that, too. I was a chapter president for my local alumni association for nearly two

decades, a big one, lots of wealthy, active donors, from a "Public Ivy." The year I went to a

chapter leadership conference and saw them touting their radical leftist politics as a good thing

- and even the supposed prominent R alumni were on board with them, telling me I "just didn't

understand" when I complained - they didn't care one bit when I resigned and the local chapter

went to sh!t, has never been as big or successful ever since, over a decade ago. No. They could

care less. They serve a higher lower authority. Much lower, where it's very hot.
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Just Comment Just’s Substack Feb 6

The Left is trying to decimate all services for human. So far, our military, airlines, brick and

mortar schools, stores, city centers, food production, shipping, movie industry, .....
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Jimychanga Smurfing the New Normal Feb 6

That's depressing..
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Freedom Fox Freedom Fox Feb 6 · edited Feb 6

Tell me about it. At least it's not on the list. But sadly, it contributes to the darkness

descending on mankind in several other prominent ways. I certainly wouldn't have

raised all of the money and built the brand like I did all those years had I known the

real agenda. But we learn when we learn.

Maybe not a perfectly matched adage here, but it kinda works and I like it. Old

Chinese adage, "The best time to plant a tree is twenty years ago. The next best time

is today." We have our today's that follow our awakenings.
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Feb 7

🙏❤
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Renee Marie Feb 6

No, their life blood are endowments.
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Feb 6

I guess they don’t care how many students they kill or harm.
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Freedom Fox Freedom Fox Feb 7

It's for a 'greater good.' Because sometimes you have to break a few eggs to make an

omelette. Which makes it ethical killing and harming. Var. Utilitarian Ethics 101.

Did you know that Mrs. Anthony Fauci is the NIH's Chief Bioethicist? Christine Grady

says her hubby is Ethics just like he proclaims he's Science.

Utilitarianism allows the killers of millions to rationalize and justify their killing and

harming. That's the same type of ethics taught in the Ivy's. Virtue and Kantian ethics

are for the rest of us to clutch to pretending the killers share our good-natured ideas

of ethical. It's how those graduates who land in corporate leadership work so

seamlessly with their government leader cohorts in applying murderous and harmful

policies, they speak the same language.
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mzlizzi Feb 6

And federal grants.
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John Cougar Misanthrope Feb 7

My school, as well. No more money from me.

I'd like to see a list of colleges and universities that never imposed mandates to support those

institutions. That was a big factor in where we sent our older son for college.
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James Gibbons aka Mez Medici MezMediciMedia954 Feb 8

Western Governors University is based in Utah, Florida must have a bunch and Any other state

that has laws banning mandates like Texas there must be alot.
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Freedom Fox Freedom Fox Feb 6 · edited Feb 6

In a sane world, anyone who graduates with a degree from any of these programs would be shunned by

future employers, absolute job disqualification. Evidence of lack of real-world critical thinking skills,

incapable of independent work ethos or ethics, high risk radical who will attempt to subvert business

operations due to their radical wokeism that seeks to destroy business enterprise in pursuit of "equity"

and other nonproductive, nonwork pursuits. Problem employees are best dealt with on the front end,

never let them in your business.

Anyone who feels sympathy for them, high-aspiring over-achievers, just doing what they were told they

had to do by the adults and system they trusted, any who believe they shouldn't be punished for the sins

of the institutions, please disabuse yourself of such notions. These people are being indoctrinated to

harm all of us, and will otherwise be elevated into positions of power to be able to do so. Unfair? Nope.

They bet poorly. Redirect your sympathies to those who these people, these graduates of these

institutions have harmed by their arrogance, their ambition, their obedience and their poor morals. If every

single one of the students at any of those institutions populated the homeless encampments in the many

cities they and their institutions are responsible for creating it would be true justice. If you have any

friends, family in those institutions you don't think deserve it, too bad, they do. There's so many better

options out there, to remain in that system reflects a willingness and desire to be a part of it. A pox on all of

their houses.
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richwin15 Feb 6

I was going to write something in the same vein, but no need, your summation is spot on.

I will never knowingly hire anyone that attended any of these schools after 2021. Who in their right

mind would want this kind of employee. They'll be out sick most of the time anyway.
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CL Feb 6

This is unfortunate for those who have legitimate health issues and it’s no fault of their own. I

feel for the children forced to take this by parents who cajoled them. I recall a young teen who

took the first Covid shot because her father who is a Pastor in Las Vegas told her to and she had

20 seizures a day after it and 2 operations. Her interview made me so sad when she revealed

this bit of info in the news article.
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Freedom Fox Freedom Fox Feb 6

When you learn your father serves Lucifer instead of Christ it can be a big downer. She'll

need lots of therapy. And a new Pastor who actually serves the Lord and can reconnect her

to him and his loving, healing grace.
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Chiadrum Feb 7

Immune system are racist! Power to the people!!!!
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Renee Marie Feb 6

EXCELLENT commentary!

💥

These kids/parents roll over like good little comrades!

It’s actually quite pathetic and sickening!
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serafino bueti Feb 6

Nailed it!!
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Feb 7

1,000%
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TM Feb 6

“Notably, the requirement does not apply to faculty and staff.” WTH?! Let’s give 18-22 year olds a shot

that has no benefit for them but the 50-70 year olds don’t need to take it. The insanity continues. Will they

never see their illogical practices/mandates?? How do they not cringe thinking about how we were made

to mask walking through restaurants but not while sitting at the dining table, standing 3,6,9 ft apart,

masking while on plane except when we’re eating/drinking, keeping bars open but not churches, no

gatherings at family house but hundreds of protesters side by side A-ok. It’s so cringe I can’t stand it! And

it’s bc these people are supposedly smart that it’s so absurd! Agh
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CL Feb 6

The AARP is pushing it on the elderly too. Telling them to get it. It’s disgusting.
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

Dropped membership. Others should do the same.
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Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Feb 6

Never had it. But Medicare is reminding me to get it. Never did, never will.
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tjsplace Feb 7

There is an alternative to AARP. It's AMAC, a conservative, patriotic version of AARP. I'm

checking into it.
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CL Feb 7

Thank you I don’t subscribe to this but others might want an alternative. I noticed when

looking at the AARP cover it was ver “woke” too.
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SimulationCommander Screaming into the Void Feb 6

I have stories about mandates for staffs in colleges.....

Example: 'rural' colleges in OR were completely exempt from mandates because the resulting drop in

attendance would cause the schools to fold.
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Bill Heath One Foot in the Gravy Feb 6

I assume each of these institutions has a Department of Biology and/or a Medical College. Or at least one

student who has taken high school biology. WTF?
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 6 · edited Feb 6

Many are in it just in it for the MPH degree to add to the BS. Pays very well to become an executioner

for the Crown or socipathic Presidents and has great benefits and vacation time! When did Masters

of Public Health Degrees roll out? Relatively recently. See Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public

Health. And we all know about Michael Bloomberg's media empire hyping and promoting this

madness.
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Bill Heath One Foot in the Gravy Feb 6

So, you're confessing to being a misinformation source and executioner for the psychopath in

chief. You're in it for the money. Best reason of all. The others are stupid or lying.
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jim Dispatches from a barstool Feb 6

they do, and they are the leaders in spreading all the propaganda. The pharma co.drug and vax

pushers hold high titles of scholarship at these institutions.
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Bill Heath One Foot in the Gravy Feb 7

I'm confident that's part of the problem.
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serafino bueti Feb 6

Decades ago, I used to be impressed that someone went to Harvard. Not anymore, in the least. The

vaccine foolishness tells all about that shithole. Why isn't (fake) conservative Bill Ackman shooting off his

big mouth about this?
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jim Dispatches from a barstool Feb 6

Getting into an institutiona like Harvard only proves that one is A. from an under served minority

community , B. able to be comply and follow any instruction. or C. some super wealthy legacy whos

daddy was a us senator or federal judge. It produces nothing but compliant marxists that live in the

upper crusts of the credentialed class.
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

Ha-vard also hosts Jacinda from NZ, you remember, the young global misleader.
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Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Feb 7

Probably hanging out with Lori Lightfoot

https://www.hsph.harvard.edu/news/hsph-in-the-news/lori-lightfoot-former-chicago-mayor-

named-senior-leadership-fellow-for-fall-2023/
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 7

Seems Harvard has made some sort of a pact with the World Enslavement Forum. Then

again it sort of fits as it was the seat of William James's Pragmatism and held a spot for

that eugenicist war criminal Henry Kissinger.
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serafino bueti Feb 7

And let's not forget Pedowitz!
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serafino bueti Feb 7

Yep, the bar keeps getting lower and lower.
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serafino bueti Feb 7

Yes, it's in charge of protecting us from misinformation. Rumor also has it that it will be starring

in the remake of the classic TV series, Mr. Ed.
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Feb 6

He has been. I believe he pulled his endowment.
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serafino bueti Feb 7

He has been what? As far as I know, he pulled his endowment because he supports genocide

and doesn't want anyone to talk about it.
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Lucia Sinatra No College Mandates Newsletter Feb 6

Thank you Jordan for the opportunity to speak today and for highlighting our work at No College

Mandates. Most of all thank you for your reporting that exemplifies the very definition of the pursuit of

truth. Grateful for you!
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DUANE HAYES Feb 6

We'll have to compile a list of all the students that they succeed to kill.
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Margaret Galvin Feb 6

The problem is that some of the damage won't show up for a while.
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

Radiology Journal Nov. 2023. Read editorial referencing the Japanese study of damage to the

vaccinated with PET/CT scans.
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Margaret Galvin Feb 6

Not seeing that particular article, there are a bunch of other ones.
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

Hope I got the right month. Here is the cite and quick review.

Assessment of Myocardial ¹⁸F-FDG uptake at PET/CT in Asymptomatic SARS-COV-2

vaccinated and Nonvaccinated Patients (Journal Radiology)

T. Nakahara, Y. Iwabuchi, et. Al

Measured ¹⁸F-FDG uptake with PET scans. (positron emission tomography (PET)

Study shows myocardial damages with uptake.

Included 303 nonvaxxed and 700 vaxxed.

Vaxxed had overall higher myocardial FDG uptake compared to nonvaxxed.

The uptake was observed in patients imaged in four date ranges. 1-30 days, 31-60

days. 61-120 days and 121-180 days after second vaccination, with increased

ipsilateral axillary uptake in vaccinated vs. nonvaccinated patients.

Editor Emeritus, Dr. Bluemke in editorial noted "The main results...for asymptomatic

patients vaccinated for COVID-19 before PET had about a 40% greater radiotracer

activity in the myocardium than unvaccinated individuals. (Statistically) The P value

was low, less than .0001, translated to only one time out of 10,000 would these results

occur by chance."

My take. Not a doctor I am.

Just a lifelong learner....

This is suggesting that mild myocardial inflammation could be more common than

expected. F-FDG uptake was higher in all vaccinated quartiles with age adjustments.

Further, the myocardial SUVmax (g/ml) does not recover with time and was even

above the level shown with the unvaccinated in the 40 patients in the study who only

received one dose. People will likely may have out of the blue events for the rest of

their lives. Way too many lacked the discernment to say no to an experimental shot

where you are the lab rat. This was an eugenicists dream imho with all the possible

severe adverse reactions dutifully documented in the Pfizer trial documents that they

and the FDA wanted to keep from the public for 75 years. Would like to see Bourla and

his whole family lineage shot up with three doses and all the other modRNA

platformed shots...flu, rsv, hpv, ....no mercy or sympathy for the devil.
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Margaret Galvin Feb 7

Yes, adverse reactions due to 'spikeopathy'. The virus doesn't have a dangerous

lipid nanoparticle, and it does not have a pseudo uridine insert. And the shot can

result in frame shifting leading to harmful protein manufacture. 'Way too many

lacked the discernment to say 'no' to an experimental shot....' That is the crux of

it. Yes, there was the threat of job loss, and people had families to feed, however,

if everyone had refused, it would have blown over and people would have kept

their jobs or been reinstated quickly because businesses could not survive a

total mutiny. The people had the power but instead surrendered it, making it

difficult for all. The fact that Pfizer wanted a 75 year wait period, is a sure

inference of malfeasance. How much brazenness does it take for people to stop

being docile. I mean they actually sacrificed their children to the experiment; it

does not get worse than that.
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tjsplace Feb 7

My greatest fear is for the young college women as they pursue childbearing. When they do

decide to create a family, will the vax damage bring harm to their unborn? That tragedy has

already happened (as we have seen across alternative--not mainstream--news reports), with

little connection made to the experimental gene therapy the female populace has been coerced

into taking.
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Margaret Galvin Feb 7

Dr. Thorpe has made it clear that miscarriages have gone through the roof. A miscarriage

can be a blessing, nature's way to nip genetic problems in the bud. But the tragedy is the

jab is the cause of these harms in the first place, which never needed to happen. We know

the players who gambled with the health of mothers and their unborn children, and their

gamble was ill fated, and loss ensued. The vax spike disseminates throughout the body

especially the ovaries. It can cause 'frame shifting' resulting in the production of a different

protein which could be harmless or dangerous. Time will tell more specifically. But, what a

way to discover harms, by realizing after you are pregnant that your child has been

damaged by a shot you took years prior. Because everything is being swept under the

carpet and adverse effects are not being acknowledged by regulatory agencies and most

doctors, it will take time for the truth to trickle through. The best we can hope for is to find

ways women can detox as best they and perhaps better detox methods will appear as

more investigation occurs. There are too many smart scientists in this country to take this

lying down, now that the dust has settled, and the evidence points to a lab leak of a gain of

function virus, so again in time accountability will be demanded, and I don't think the perps

can slither out of it indefinitely.
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URsomoney Feb 6

What I find most incredible is that there are 18 yo’s that will comply. Not a good indication that you are on

the path to developing critical thinking skills. And then there’s the faculty plagiarism problem. All this adds

up to a red flag “Do Not Hire”.
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Margaret Galvin Feb 6

The brain is not fully developed till around 24, an 18-year-old can vote, drive, but still, they are

emotionally immature, brand new to the adult world, and very, very vulnerable to cunning adults and

their strategies to con the young who at 18 don't have the protection of parental consent.
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URsomoney Feb 6

Yes I have 4 kids that were 16-24 when mandates came out. Only the 16 had to defer to his

parents. Practicing critical thinking starts earlier than 18 yo if you’re parented correctly. Raise

your kids or someone else will.
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LIKE (9) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Galvin Feb 6

The schools are filling that role increasingly, and of course it is disastrous.

LIKE (8) REPLY SHARE

Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

Absolutely correct. That's the reason also to roll out school health clinics that remove parental

or guardian consent. Get them while young and dumb is also why military recruitment goes into

high schools.

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Margaret Galvin Feb 7

The school health clinics are like a giant vaccine needle.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jennifer Feb 6

Unfortunately, they've been vaccinated since birth, given amphetamines to perform, antidepressants

or anxiety meds to calm down and some type of medicine for anything the causes the least amount

of pain or discomfort or common illness. This is just another "medicine" required to complete a task.

It's really all they know. They will then become part of the c-suite and insist everyone below them do

the same. And so it goes...

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

mzlizzi Feb 6

Yeah, no critical thinking skills among those parents, for sure.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

John Q Feb 6

The only students that will attend are either compliant sheep, or the unprincipled that obtain a fake jab

certificate… useful idiots and grifters.

LIKE (10) REPLY SHARE

Jill Feb 6

The colleges receive astronomical sums from NIH for these requirements. In other words, they are taking

money to at best likely sterilize students and at worst, maim and kill them.

This is incredibly depraved. People need to quit going along with this. The truth is known. Handle it!

LIKE (10) REPLY (1) SHARE

Renee Marie Feb 6

“Handle it”…EXACTLY!!!! What’s this say about the parents? Despicable!

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

CaliforniaLost Feb 6

Between San Francisco St, San Diego St, and San Jose St (my alma mater!!) over 100k students have had

submit to the vaccine. Congratulations to Governor Newsom on continuing to kill our fellow citizens, for no

reason other than his filthy politics.

LIKE (8) REPLY (2) SHARE

CL Feb 7

I’m sad for California. My birthplace and home until 2 years ago. I feared for my child’s safety so I had

to leave to a state that didn’t want to force the vax into him to attend school. California was the best

state Now it’s fallen so far down.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

mimi Feb 7 · edited Feb 7

Newsom is a bum but those schools are making these decisions on their own at this point. Most of

the other Cal State U no longer require it (not sure all of them ever did).

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

CaliforniaLost Feb 7

If you think that the CSU is operating independently of the governor's office...

He just ordered 120 CHP officers to join police in Oakland, they control everything inside the

state.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

mimi Feb 7 · edited Feb 7

Cal Poly SLO and tons of the other schools are no longer requiring the vax.

I suppose you could say that the 5 that still are have their reasons and it may be related to

the governor....but since there are 23 schools, a lot of them are not interested.

A citizens' group in Oakland talked to Newsom in January about sending the CHP. Do you

think it's a bad idea?

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

CaliforniaLost Feb 7

Yes, it is a bad idea to not fix the root problem, the lack of prosecution. It will be like SF

cleaning itself up for the Chinese dictator to visit; the problems were hidden, not fixed.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

mimi Feb 7 · edited Feb 7

I don't know when or how Oakland will sort it's problems out. The CHP can't fix it

anyhow. But it's probably a good idea to stop people being attacked when trying

to gas up a rental car at a gas station near the Oakland airport.

I live in SF and did not vote for Breed. I hope she gets tossed out but somebody

other than Lurie had better run.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Carole Feb 6

You pay with your life. Not attending is the true test of intelligence.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

RD Feb 6

Saying no the bioweapon jab is a greater indication of critical thinking than the SAT's!

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Thomas Lewis Useless Liberal Feb 6

Hopefully they will mandate Latin. So that students can better understand all of the names of the diseases

that they’re going to suffer from.

LIKE (8) REPLY (1) SHARE

Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Feb 7

lol

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

lynn comerford, phd lynn comerford’s newsletter Feb 6

Yale University brings in more money via pharmaceutical grants and govt covid money than student

tuition. Harvard likely does as well.

Follow the money.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

SimulationCommander Screaming into the Void Feb 6

No College Mandates is on this issue like Jessica Hockett is on NYC fraud and Bill Rice is on early spread.

This is the power of decentralized journalism that bites and doesn't let go.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Lisbeth Selby Feb 6

Bill Rice doesn’t let go. That’s for damn sure

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Josephine Chrestman Feb 6

Seems like they would want to protect their own better. They know the damage done by these shots.

LIKE (7) REPLY (1) SHARE

Freedom Fox Freedom Fox Feb 6 · edited Feb 6

If you've seen the admissions standards for the non-white straights you'd know they aren't really

considered "their own." Most are imbeciles, socially promoted, obedient order takers. Not smart. Nor

from blue blood Boston Brahmans. Useful idiots. Tokens. Dog and pony show entrants for the other

idiots who actually buy into the multicultural Marxist utopia pipedream. Make no mistake that those

who are truly "their own" are of sufficient privilege that they don't get shots. Either explicitly

exempted or with falsified proof. Real money buys that privilege.

LIKE (7) REPLY SHARE

cat Feb 6 · edited Feb 6

A demonstration of the most brain-washed student sheep universities in existence. These students are

totally unaware of the power they could wield if only they were able to think independently.

LIKE (6) REPLY SHARE

Jpeach Feb 6

Why would any sane parent pay hundreds of thousands of dollars to send their children to any of the 68

universities? But, insanity reigns, especially in highly educated and now brain dead cohort.

LIKE (6) REPLY (1) SHARE

Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Feb 7

I have seen it.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

vinegaroon Feb 6

And to think, until just 4 years ago, it used to be fellow students who performed dangerous hazing rituals.

Now it's the college admins.

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

Duchessa Lia Feb 6

My alma mater is on the list. They shan’t be receiving any largesse from me ever again!

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

CL Feb 6

Disgusting. It’s not hyperbolic to call it coordinated murder and the destruction of our youth.

LIKE (5) REPLY (1) SHARE

Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Feb 7 · edited Feb 7

Yes, precisely.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Must watch Feb 6

File attempted murder charges on the assholes

LIKE (5) REPLY SHARE

No One Knows No’s Substack Feb 6

my grandson's girlfriend was going to BYU Hawaii and wanted to transfer back to aschool in Utah.... BYU

would not release her transcripts to her unless she received all CV19 vaxx and be up to date on these.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

CATHERINE Feb 6

It takes a stupid person to make a stupid rule.

And a fool to mind it.

Do not be a stupid.

Do not be a fool.

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Feb 7

Amen.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Ozzonelayyer Feb 6

Just proves how many idiots go to leftist colleges. Total morons all of them.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Trish Feb 6

I would assume that every one of the colleges on this list is taking $ from big “harma”

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Cruising Economist Economic Insights For All Feb 6 · edited Feb 6

I spent a considerable number of years in the academic environment so I'm actually not surprised but I

suspect many would be shocked if they knew what a pack of cloistered fools college professors and

administrators often are. They have a very good grasp of their specialty, presumably, but often that is

about all. They are babies in the woods when it comes to many realities, including political. They aren't

"smart" in the sense that they enjoy innately remarkable intellects. Of course there are exceptions.

LIKE (4) REPLY SHARE

Dennis Kinnane Feb 6

These "colleges" are anything BUT "Institutes of higher learning" ...instead they are propaganda arms of

fascist, corporatist bullshit. Most of them, I am sure get BIG "grants" from Big Pharma and the rest of the

Billionaire elitist lapdogs.....

LIKE (4) REPLY (1) SHARE

Renee Marie Feb 6

And probably Chyna! Total infiltration by the enemy to propagandize young people…

https://www.digmandarin.com/confucius-institutes-around-the-world.html

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

Students unfortunately don't know how to take over campus facilities like they did protesting the military

presence on campus or burning down the ROTC decades ago .

Guess getting shot and killed or maimed from being bayonetted for protesting illegal unconstitutional

undeclared wars prevents being woke anymore vs. being awake. (See urban dictionary for "woke") Oh

well. Times do change.

Students don’t have to worry about getting shot and disabled or dead overseas when they are getting

injected and disabled or dead here.

Illegal wars or illegal mandates are both choices. They still draw in those with no discernment. See how far

the art of population culling has progressed!

Cue music of Country Joe and the Fish, Fixin to Die Rag melody...

"And it's one two three what are the injections for? ....

LIKE (4) REPLY (2) SHARE

mimi Feb 6 · edited Feb 6

You mean they "don't know to take over campus facilities". These kids don't know enough to even

think about protesting to the colleges.

To continue with Country Joe: "don't ask me, I don't give a damn"

LIKE (3) REPLY (2) SHARE

Leslie Benjamini #

🟦

Feb 6

They do a damn good job protesting for the Palestinians.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

True that. Especially those divining at Harvard.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Renee Marie Feb 6

BOOM!

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Rebecca Pettigrew Rebecca’s Newsletter Feb 7

Those who are appalled. With their Alma mater (as I am) may wish to consider donating to K-12 Classical

and Classical Christian schools! These schools are the best hope for fostering an understanding and

appreciation for the gift of human freedom and are also places where the virtues which are required to

achieve and secure it are practiced and acquired. If you are appalled by what was perpetrated against our

youth, I beg of you to help those of us who are striving to do something to reform education. It is an

expensive undertaking and it requires, as do all good things, a lot of sacrifice of time, talent, and treasure.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Bill Lacey Feb 6

There are no vaccine mandates at Rutgers (Newark).

LIKE (3) REPLY (1) SHARE

Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

Hmm Rutgers as I recall was the home of development of statistical packages for the social sciences

(SPSS).

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

the long warred Feb 6

Fortunately the culture of cheating may work for us here, and have at it youngsters.

As in fake vaccination records.

I’m reliably told by a participating beneficiary that this was near universal in Europe at the Covid times,

that the... well... institutional elders organized and facilitated it, with the blessings of the priesthood. As it

was the priests in the very school who arranged safe documents. Sometimes it helps to have been under

Nazi occupation, reality and history do focus the mind.

-------------

Most of our 

🇺🇸

 problems are traceable to never under real tyranny and far too long a peace.

We simply have utterly atrophied self defense instincts and experience. Those among us who do

markedly refused the vax.

LIKE (3) REPLY SHARE

Transcriber B Transcriber B’s Substack Feb 7 · edited Feb 7

Thank you for reporting. Well, now we know who the total moral & intellectual morons are. And a large

number of universities, including my own alma mater, that have since lifted their mandates, also revealed

themselves to be moral & intellectual morons, if not among the tippy-top champions as of 2024 revealed

here. I'm not going to ever forget it. I used to donate to my alma mater-- never again, not one dime. And

my estimation of parents supporting their kids jabbing up to enroll in these places, huh. Not worth

uttering.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Judy Dobson Judy’s Substack Feb 6

They will be sued when the student dies or gets myocarditis or worse!

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Mark Sheppard Feb 6

Grey text with black background makes it hard for me to read. But is clear that these colleges are

communist institutions that need eliminated.

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

Michael bass Feb 6

the receent data : - Only 16 nations reported new cases out of 231 reporters and a whopping 214 deaths

were reported on the world population of 8,088,223,743

Are they completely insane or devious beyond belief, getting ready for the next election fraud ACT 11

scene 1..

M

LIKE (2) REPLY SHARE

a mix of joy and worries Feb 7

The shots didn't come for the convid. The convid came for the shots. ID2020. own nothing, be happy.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Michael D. Shaw Mike's Point Of View Feb 7

From the time I was in the third grade, I always felt that there was something "off" with perhaps 30% of

the teachers I encountered. That percentage got higher as I went through high school, undergrad, and

grad school. I'm sure I'm not alone in this perception. YET, these mountebanks have far too much say over

our daily lives.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

John Cougar Misanthrope Feb 7

The worst teachers I ever encountered were in law school. Many had never actually practiced,

coming straight from some judicial clerkship or directly from an ivy.

LIKE REPLY (2) SHARE

Michael D. Shaw Mike's Point Of View Feb 7

Great handle! Right up there with "Wang Newton."

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Michael D. Shaw Mike's Point Of View Feb 7

Those who can do...

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Iamsum1 Feb 7

Should anyone who was vaxxed solely to attend one of these colleges, and dies, and the cause of death is

shown to be a direct result of the vax, the student's family should have a cause of action against the

college.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Mark C Feb 6

The college administrators need to be executed for crimes against humanity. 17 million Americans have

perished from the vaccine, according to VAERS 10% reporting numbers. 100 million worldwide have been

injured from the clot shot as well.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Marilyn Hagerman Feb 6

For the most part, people who are still allowing this kind of coercion are not candidates for an inspiring or

worthwhile future. A very weak and unprincipled mindset. Add to that the current level of educational

standards, the woke ideology brainwashing, the inciting of hatred of others, all and more - rampant in

colleges and universities in the name of a higher education. Graduates know nothing about debating

differing opinions, to be critical thinkers, to understand the meaning of moral ethics and values that will

sustain a lifetime. This ridiculous demand for deadly vaccines will exist as long as students agree to

comply.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Well now, isnt THAT special... Feb 6

Higher learning can be a useful tool. But higher learning is now turning students into TOOLS. Now, they

will be sterile, sickly, very stupid, highly educated tools. With a MOUNTAIN OF DEBT.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

SheSkeptic Feb 6

I would say that 100% of institutions that have nursing programs have JAB requirements but blame it on

the medical institutions that the students perform clinicals at.

LIKE (1) REPLY (1) SHARE

mzlizzi Feb 6

That’s scary that those are our future nurses . . . if they last that long.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Michael J Hohnstein Feb 6

No worries, the product of these "institutions" are the enemy of free men, it's better if they all die.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Jimychanga Smurfing the New Normal Feb 6

Lt. Col. Frank Slade : I'm not finished! As I came in here, I heard those words, "Cradle of Leadership". Well,

when the bough breaks, the cradle will fall. And it has fallen here. It has fallen. Makers of men, Creators of

leaders. Be careful what kind of leaders you're producing here. I don't know if Charlie's silence here today

is right or wrong. I'm not a judge or jury, but I can tell you this: He won't sell anybody out to buy his future!

And that, my friends, is called integrity. That's called courage. Now that's the stuff leaders should be

made of. Now I have come to the crossroads in my life. I always knew what the right path was. Without

exception, I knew. But I never took it. You know why? It was too damn hard.

https://jimychanga.substack.com/p/dialogue-on-integrity

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Brian Feb 6

Good grief.

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Bob N Feb 6

I know an instructor @ Rutgers and says there are no mandates anymore (this school year).

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Shrugged Feb 6

The Boards of Trustees need to be dragged into a court of law and shown the real science and confronted

with a billion dollar lawsuit for fraud. They must be sued HARD. Lives ae at risk. Look here and watch

carefully:

https://www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/unexploded-bomb-where-the-covid-19-vaccine-deaths-are-

really-hiding-john-beaudoin-5579458?ea_src=frontpage&ea_med=lead-story-epochtv-trending-0
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BornAlive " Is It True My Daugher Knows A… Feb 6

mostly black colleges and small

private liberal arts

☹
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Brad Banko, MD, MS Brad’s Substack Feb 6

I guess Harvard doesn’t care about their faculty and staff. ;-)
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Must watch Feb 6

Genocide sucks

LIKE (1) REPLY SHARE

Anomaloid Feb 9

Not surprising but so disturbing that Reed college in Portland Oregon still has a mandate. I used to spend

time on that campus in the late 1980s and it was quite the hotbed of ofof anti-government radicalism.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Anomaloid Feb 9

Super interesting list. I noticed that not all branches of CSU (California State University have mandates. So

they are allowing local campuses to go their own way. Also noticed that it appears that no branches of the

University of California have mandates. We're talking about schools like UCLA. For those who don't know,

the University of California is quite prestigious. California State University is not. Although University of

California in San Francisco appears to be missing from the list. Very sad to see my alma mater Rutgers

University on the list. Glad to see Georgetown got their act together, because they were as Covidian as

you could get.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Anomaloid Feb 9

Well, Harvard is probably hemorrhaging cash because of the anti-Semitism. So, maybe big Pharma is

quietly filling the gap.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

waypasthadenough Feb 8

They're INTENTIONALLY destroy western civ. from within. What about this is so hard for so many to

grasp?

https://www.freekentucky.com/no-sacred-cows-or-a-new-global-bill-of-rights/
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 8

Like the flag. Yes, distress is the exact way to fly it.
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M J Kelly Feb 8

This is DEI in action. Time was, Johns Hopkins only experimented on poor blacks in Baltimore.
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bot_483 Feb 8

4 of the 5 C's are on the list. I presume that when the kids at the 4 schools get sick they can blame the

healthy Claremont kids
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James Gibbons aka Mez Medici MezMediciMedia954 Feb 8

I wonder if the Free Palestine Paid shills care about having to get vaccines. oh yeah they dont even go to

those schools they are paid to protest

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Bert Powers Bert’s Newsletter Feb 7

Well that's a no brainer. Spend your money at a trade school and you will have a real job.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Steve Z. Feb 7

TAGGS:gov

TAGGS has spent $24.5 Billion on COVID Vaccination maandates at College and University level

education. Is this why COVID Vaccination mandates appear at schools across the nation? Yale alone has

received $1.7 Billion from HHS since 2020.

Yale received $607 million from HHS for this year alone(2022)—versus the $475 million that the

university received from tuition. Now, you know why students were mandated "Vaccinations".

Here is part of an essay from Yale Alumni Naomi Wolf:

The interesting part is the enormous money given to schools by HHS. Amounts that far exceed the entire

student tuition paid for the year. It is essentially bribe money for "vaccine" compliance.

In 2022 Yale received $607 million. Chapel hill (UNC) received $ 570 million.

You can search the TAGGS site.
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Boris Petrov Feb 7

Why I'm interviewing Vladimir Putin. Feb 6, 2023

As of Feb. 7 8AM – 80M views on Tucker X account + 43M on Elon Musk X account

https://x.com/TuckerCarlson/status/1754939251257475555?s=20
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Ahmed’s Stack of Subs Feb 7

higher education. 

🤡🎪
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Ahmed’s Stack of Subs Feb 7

GA - mostly HBCUs. 

🙄
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Lloyd Miller Lloyd’s Newsletter Feb 7

Time for students to storm the Administration buildings!
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Dano S. Feb 7

"Safety regime". lmao
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Unsteady Sherm’s Newsletter Feb 6

Elite colleges - the new retraining centers.

Bares College in Maine - ultra woke.
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Timothy Winey Timothy’s Newsletter Feb 6

https://timothywiney.substack.com/p/just-imagine-the-uproar

LIKE REPLY SHARE

StellaMaris Feb 6

EVERYONE needs to go here and listen to Denis Rancourt and JJ Couey....this is how it ends. ladies and

gentlemen......but only if you want and can handle the truth..... https://www.twitch.tv/videos/2050569254
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horsetheman Feb 6

Another example of right wing extremist actions by self glorifying 'liberals'. More on that well described

here: https://open.substack.com/pub/wildhorsewisdom/p/the-360-degree-view?

r=uhcpo&utm_campaign=post&utm_medium=web
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Chief Justice of Nuremberg 2.0 Chief Justice of Nuremberg 2.0 Feb 6

Good. They deserve what they get. BLACK PILLED! EVERYTHING YOU'RE TAUGHT IN SCHOOLS IS A

LIE BY CHIEF JUSTICE (NUREMBERGTRIALS.NET) https://www.bitchute.com/video/BO5zCXzPcwXI/
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AgainsttheLies Feb 6

A college I taught at briefly is on this list. Disgusting.
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RD Feb 6

SUE THE BASTARDS FOR ATTEMPTED MURDER!
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Stephen Verchinski Feb 6

Johns Hopkins is not in CT. Must be either Yale or UCONN
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mzlizzi Feb 6

“ It also includes a variety of ultra leftist colleges in California and New York, and elsewhere . . . .”

No complaints there.
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JAired Feb 6

"Book 'em, Danno." Am not referring to the students and their study tools.
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Richard Seager Plebeian Resistance Feb 6

It's not herd mentality. It's issues with being the centre of Empire.

LIKE REPLY SHARE

Danny Huckabee Feb 6

Absolutely insane. The only thing that will stop this mass murder and destruction are civil lawsuits for

damages. That's only if the parents and survivors can admit they were very wrong to allow these

injections into their love ones and given the stick necked pigheadedness of so many in these herds, that is

problematic.

Danny Huckabee
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